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Provider 790 Fall Prevention Monitoring and Alerting
An integral part of your Patient Safety Fall Prevention Program

The Provider 790 nurse call system’s fall prevention features
let staff remain completely mobile while continuously

“81% of nurses

monitoring ‘fall risk’ patients and receiving alerts to critical

spend at least

events such as an at risk patient getting

1-2 hours per shift
checking beds
to proactively
ensure patient

out of bed. As part of a patient
safety program, Provider 790
significantly increases patient
safety through a combination
of the following monitoring and
streamlined alerting options:

safety.” 1
Patient and Bed Monitoring
Provider 790 lets staff proactively monitor fall risk patients in
several ways: the dome light outside a patient’s room indicates
a fall risk, the patient’s calls are noted as “fall risk”, and their bed
is continuously monitored for bed height, bed exit on/off, bed
height and bed rails up/down. 2 If the patient gets out of bed,
all caregivers on the patient’s team are instantly notified of the
“bed exit” alarm.

Bathroom Features for Fall Prevention
With Provider 790
monitoring your fall
risk patients, staff
are free for more
direct interaction
with all of their
patients.

A significant fall risk is going to and from
the bathroom. To make this trip much safer,
Provider 790 lets patients specifically request
assistance to the bathroom with the “toilet”
call button. When they are finished, they can
press the “CALL” button on the bathroom
station and communicate their needs directly
to their caregiver. If there is an emergency, a
pull on the station’s cord will send emergency
alerts to everyone on the patient’s team and
(optionally) to every caregiver in the unit.

1 Stryker Medical
2 Features of the Stryker® iBed® Awareness
integrated with Provider 790
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Automated Patient Rounding
When patients know that their caregivers will consistently check

Automated patient

on them, they are much less likely to attempt tasks on their own

rounding means one

which is when falls can occur. The Provider 790 rounding feature

less thing for caregivers

lets staff set up automatic rounding reminders customized on a

to remember.

per patient basis. Caregivers are automatically alerted when
a rounding period has expired; if the first caregiver is busy then
other team members are automatically notified.

Wireless Notification
The Provider 790’s rounding, audio bathroom, and patient
bed monitoring functionality is greatly enhanced when
integrated with wireless smart phone, wireless SIP phone,
or pocket pager alerting to each patient’s assigned
caregivers. Over their phone or pager, caregivers
receive

notifications

from

their

patients

such as a “bed exit” alar m or an
expired rounding reminder from
anywhere within the facility –

Reducing potential
falls with:
• Bed status monitoring and
bed exit alarming

speeding notification and in
tur n the caregiver’s response.
From the bedside and bathroom
intercom stations, patients tell
their

caregiver

exactly

what

• Group notification of
bed exit

they need over the caregiver’s

• Bathroom assist notification
for staff assistance to/from
bathroom

includes group notification options

• Automated rounding for
consistent staff visits

multiple caregiver’s wireless devices

wireless phone. The Provider 790 also
to route high priority calls, such as
“bed exit” or “bath emergency” to
so the closest caregiver can quickly
respond.

To see how Provider 790 can be an integral component of
your patient safety program, call Jeron at 1-800-621-1903
or visit us at www.jeron.com
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